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1.0 SUMMARY
Analytical models have been developed to predict vibrations
and structureborne noise generation of cylindrical and
rectangular acoustic enclosures. These models are then used to
determine structural vibration levels and interior noise to
random point input forces. The guidelines developed in this
study could provide preliminary information on acoustical and
vibrational environments in space station habitability modules
under orbital operations. The structural models include single
wall monocoque shell, double wall shell, stiffened orthotropic
shell, descretely stiffened flat panels, and a coupled system
composed of a cantilever beam structure and a stiffened
sidewall. Aluminum and fiber reinforced composite materials are
considered for single and double wall shells. The end caps of
the cylindrical enclosures are modeled either as single or double
wall circular plates. Sound generation in the interior space is
_1_,,lated by coupl "_ _ ..... _,, v..... Ions _ _ acoustic
field in the enclosure. Modal methods and transfer matrix
techniques are used to obtain structural vibrations. Parametric
studies are performed to determine the sensitivity of interior
noise environment to changes in input, geometric and structural
conditions.
2.0 INTRODUCTION
Structural vibrations and noise could play a significant
role on the quality of physical environment in space station for
prolonged orbital operations. Even though it is not expected
that noise will be a major risk factor for physical health, it
could be a significant source of annoyance, speech interference
and fatique to individuals working under these conditions [I].
Furthermore, excessive vibrations and noise could have an adverse
effect on delicate scientific experiments and manufacturing
processes that are being proposed under zero gravity conditions
[2]. To satisfy the various proposed design objectives, the
manned space station will need to perform many mission support
functions such as pressurized and unpressurized laboratories,
base for attached payloads, communications, command and control
support, assembly, deployment and construction, maintenance,
servicing, life support systems, etc. Mechanical vibrations
resulting from power supply units, life support systems,
electrical equipment, control thruster action, etc., could induce
unwanted vibrations and noise. The information that is presently
available on vibro-acoustic environment for space station
operations is very limited. The experience from Skylab [3-7] and
other sources [1,2] could serve as a starting point of
identifying some of the potential vibration and noise problems in
the space station. The structureborne noise induced by
mechanical vibrations could be a significant contributor to the
noise environment inside the habitability modules. A detailed
account of structureborne noise related work was presented in a
3
review article [8]. In general, the generation and transmission
of structureborne noise are not well understood and fundamental
theoretical and experimental work is needed.
This report presents an analytical study on vibration
response and noise generation in cylindrical shells and
rectangular enclosures due to mechanical random point loads. The
geometry of these structures are taken to be representative of
pressurized habitability modules of the space station design.
The end caps of the cylindrical shell are modeled as circular
plates. Single wall, double wall and stiffened (frames and
stringers) shells are taken as different options of the
structural model. For the double wall construction the exterior
shell could serve as a radiation and/or thermal shield while the
interior shell is the main load carrying structure. The space
between the two thin shells is assumed to be filled with soft
thermal insulating materials. For the low frequency range
considered in this study, the stiffened shell is represented by
an equivalent orthotropic shell wherein the effect of frames and
stringers is smeared into an equivalent skin [9,10]. The
rectangular acoustic enclosure model is used to approximate the
interior space of the habitability modules and to study
structureborne noise generation by vibration of small panels,
partitions, stiffened panels and complex structural geometries
involving stiffened beams and discretely stiffened panels. The
space station artist's concept and a typical habitability module
are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The structural models considered in
the present study are presented in Figs. 3-7. The loads are
random point forces which can be acting at any arbitrary location
on the shell, end plates, panels, stiffeners or the sub-structure
as shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
The shell skins are modeled according to thin shell theory
[11-16] and the end plates using the theory of thin circular
plates [17-24]. For the case of fiber reinforced composite
materials, the equations of motion are developed for the cases
where a shell is a composite buildup of laminae, which consists
of fibers imbedded in a supporting matrix [25-30]. The solution
for shell and end plate vibrations are developed utilizing a
modal approach [31,32]. Similarly, _the acoustic wave equation
for the generated interior acoustic pressure due to shell and/or
end plate vibrations is solved by the Galerkin-like procedure.
Hard walls and absorbent boundary conditions at the interior
surface are considered. To determine vibration response and
noise transmission for the interconnected structures shown in
Fig. 7, a modified transfer matrix procedure was developed [33-
35]. In this approach, arbitrary point loads and/or distributed
loads can be acting on the structure (beam) and the main
structure (stiffened sidewall). Oue to the complexity of the
load transfer paths of these built-up structures, it is not easy
to construct models which couple the various sub-components into
a single dynamic system. The transfer matrix method proved to be
relatively straightforward to apply to these stiffened
structures. However, procedures based on transfer matrices
suffer some drawbacks in practice. Because of the successive
matrix multiplication required in this approach, ill-conditioned
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systems are produced which require high precision to obtain
meaningful results. To circumvent these difficulties, several
different methods have been used. These include the modified
transfer matrix method [36], delta matrix formulation [37,38],
precalculation of products using symbolic manipulation algorithms
[39], double and quadruple precision, and special purpose
routines for manipulating large numbers.
3.0 ANALYTICAL MODELS
3.1 Noise Generation Inside a Cylindrical Enclosure
Consider a closed cylindrical enclosure with interior volume
2
V = _ R L as shown in Figs. 3-6. The noise inside this
enclosure is generated by the vibrations of the shell structure
and/or the vibrations of the circular end plates. Assume the
shell and the end plate motions are independent. The solutions
for shell and plate vibrations due to random point loads are
presented in Sec. 3.3 - 3.5. The acoustic pressure inside the
cylindrical enclosure can be obtained from
P = Pl + P2 (i)
where Pl and P2 are the acoustic pressures generated by the
shell and end plate motions. The pressure p satisfies the
linearized acoustic wave equation
2
v p p/c2
- = (2)
in which _ and c are the acoustic damping and speed of sound
inside the enclosure, a dot indicates time derivative, and
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
? = _ /_r + (i/r)b/Sr + (i/r) D /88 + b /bx (3)
The boundary conditions to be satisfied are
oo
5pl/Sr =-pw- (P/Z)_l at r=R (4)
_p I/5x = 0 at x = 0,L (5)
°o
_p2/_x = pwL + (p/z L) _2
at x = 0 (6)
°°
5p2/_x = -pw R - (P/Z R) P2 at x = L (7)
5P 2/5r = 0 at r = R (8)
where p is air density, w, w L, w R are the displacements in the
normal direction (positive outwards) of the shell, left end plate
and right end plate, Z, Z L, and Z R are the absorbent wall
impedances at the surfaces of the shell, left end plate and right
end plate, respectively. In the present study, it was assumed
that all interior walls are treated uniformly with insulating
materials for which [40]
Z = Z L = Z R = - pc {(i + 0.0571 (2_RI/P_) 0"754) (9)
+ i (0.087 (2_RI/p_)0"732)}
where R 1 is the flow resistivity of porous acoustic material,
is radial frequency and ! =_. The acoustic damping in
the interior is modeled as
2_0 _I /C 2= (i0)
1
where _ is the lowest acoustic modal frequency and Go is the
damping coefficient corresponding to the first acoustic modal
frequency in the cylindrical enclosure.
The solution to Eqs. 2-8 can be written in frequency domain
in terms of the orthongonal acoustic modes corresponding to
acoustically hard walls as
__, QOPl (x,r,8,_)=
i=0 3=0 Pij (r,_) Xij (x, 8) (ii)
P2(x,r,8,_) = _ [ Qjk (X, _)Yjk (r, 8) (12)
j=O k=l
where the acoustic modes for a closed cylindrical enclosure are
I i
X.. = (2/_L)_/2cos(i_x/L) cos(jS) (13)
1]
Yjk = Jj(kjkr) cos(j8) (14)
where Jj is the Bessel function of the first kind of order j,
kjk = _jk/R where _jk is the kth root of the equation
dJj/dr = 0 . Substituting Eqs. ii and 12 into Eqs. 2-8 and
using orthogonality condition of acoustic modes gives a set of
ordinary differential equations which can be solved for the
generalized coordinates Pij and Qjk" A detailed procedure of
this approach is given in Refs. 31, 41,42. Then, the spectral
density of the acoustic pressure p can be determined from
9
S (x,r,e,m) = S (x,r,e,_) + S (x,r,e,_) (15)P Pl P2
where S and S are spectral densities corresponding toPl P2
acoustic pressures Pl and P2" The sound pressure inside the
enclosure is calculated from
2
SPL(x,r,e,_) = i0 log {Sp(X,r,e,_)Ae/p0} (16)
where P0 is the reference pressure (P0
2
= 20 _N/m ) .
_9
= 2.9 x I0 psi
3.2 Noise Generation Inside a Rectangular Enclosure
Consider a rectangular acoustic space occupying a volume V =
abd as shown in Fig. 7. Noise is generated in the acoustic
enclosure through vibrations of the flexible portions of the
sidewalls, partitions, or individual small panels which can be
located at any arbitrary position on the structure. The
perturbation pressure p within the enclosure satisfies Eq. 2
where now
2 2 2 2 2 2 2
V = _ /_x + b /_y + _ /_z (16)
The types of boundary conditions to be satisfied by Eq. 2 depend
on the interior surface conditions of the walls. These could
range from acoustically hard walls to those of highly absorbent
walls which are treated with acoustic insulation materials. At
I0
acoustically rigid boundaries,
5p/5n = 0 (17)
where n is outward normal to the boundary. Equation 2 together
with Eq. 17 can be used to calculate modes and modal frequencies
in the enclosure. For a surface treated with acoustic absorbent
materials, the boundary conditions can be represented'by
_p/_n = - pf_/Z (18)
where Z is the point impedance defined in Eq. 9. For a flexible
elastic surface treated with absorbing materials, the boundary
conditions to be satisfied are
_p/Sn =-pw- p_/Z (19)
where w is the normal displacement of the vibrating sidewall,
partition, or a localized panel. Expressing the acoustic
pressure in terms of orthogonal modes corresponding to hard walls
at x=0,b and y=0,a we write
co
, (x,y) (20)
p(x,y,z,_) : _ [ Aij(z _)Yij 0
i:0 j:0
in which Aij are the acoustic modal coefficients and Yijk are the
acoustic hard wall modes
Ii
Yijk(x,y,z) = cos(ix/b) cos(j_y/a) cos(k_z/d) (21)
The acoustic modal frequencies are
2 2 211/2 (22)
eijk = c[(i_/b) + (j_/a) + (k_/d)
The solution for the perturbation perssure p can be obtained by
taking Fourier transformation of Eqs. 2,18 and 19, substituting
Eq. 20 into these equations and using the orthogonality condition
of the acoustic modes. Then, the sound pressure levels inside
the enclosure can be calculated using Eq. 16. Noise generated in
the interior by other vibrating surfaces located at x=0,b and/or
z=0,d can be estimated by a similar procedure. Then, the total
acoustic pressure p inside the enclosure can be obtained from
P = Pl + P2 + "'" Pn (23)
where Pl,P2,''',Pn are the acoustic pressure contributions from
the n vibrating flexible parts surrounding the enclosure. If
these pressure contributions are assumed to be independent, the
spectral density of the total acoustic pressure p can be
calculated from
S (x,y,z,_) = S (x,y,z,_) + S (x,y,z,_)
P Pl P2
(24)
+ ... S (x,y,z,_o)
Pn
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A detailed treatment on noise generation inside rectangular
enclosures can be found in Refs. 34,35,38 and 43.
The solutions for interior acoustic pressure, p, and the
sound pressure levels are functions of the structural vibrations
at the boundaries of the acoustic space. Next, we obtain
solutions for vibration response of cylindrical shells, circular
plates and discretely stiffened rectangular panels.
3.3 Dynamic Response of a Cylindrical Shell
Figure 3 shows a cylindrical shell exposed to external
and/or internal random point forces. The input forces are taken
as stationary and Gaussian random processes which can be located
at any arbitrary position on the shell. A Dirac delta function
is used to define the location of point load. The external pe,
and the internal p_, random loads are expressed in terms of two
point forces F 1 and F 2 as [26,31,32]
e e
p (x,8,t) = (I/A_ A_ ) {F I (t) 6(x-x 1 ) 6(8 - 81 ) (25)
+ F_ (t) 6(x-x I) 6(e - el)}
-p (x,8,t) = ( ) (t - x_) 6(8 8_) (26)
+ F{(t) 6(x x i
- 2) 6(e - el)}
where the superscripts e and i denote the external and the
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internal loads, 6 is the Dirac delta function, and for the
A_ = 1cylindrical shell shown in Fig.3, A_ = i, AT = R + h, 1
and A_ = R . The point loads are assumed to be independent and
each characterized by a spectral density. For a space station
operation, the point loads could be generated through various
mounts and attachments by vibrations of mechanical and electrical
equipment, thruster action and other mechanical impacts.
Using the Donnel-Mushtari approximations for thin shells
[44,45], the equations of motion for the outward normal
displacement w can be written as
8 2 4 4 _.. 4 piDV w + (Eh/R) 8 w/Sx + 9shV w + y_; = V {pe _ } (27)
where
3 2
D = Eh /12(1 - v ) (28)
4 4 4 2 4 2 2 4 4 4
V = 8 /Sx + (2/R) 8 /Sx 88 + (I/R) 8 /88 (29)
8 8 8 2 8 6 2 4 8 4 4
V = 8 /Sx + (4/R) 8 /_x 68 + (6/R) _ /Sx _8 (30)
6 8 2 6 8 8 8
+ (4/R) _ /SX 58 + (I/R) 5 /Se
in which E, _s ' v and y are modulus of elasticity, material
density, Poisson's ratio and viscous damping coefficient,
respectively. The general solution to Eq. 27 can be obtained in
terms of simply supported shell modes
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w(x,8,t) = _ _ A (t) X s (x,8) (31)
m= 1 n= 0 mn mn
where x s (x,8) = sin(m_x_L) cosn 8 . The input loads pe and pi
mn
are also expanded in terms of the shell modes. Substitution of
Eq. 31 into Eq. 27 and use of the orthogonality principle, gives
a set of ordinary differential equations in Amn. Solving these
equations and utilizing the theory of random processes [46]
spectral densities of the displacement response are
s x x
w m= 1 n= 0 r= 1 s= 0 mnrs mn rs
(32)
where Smnrs are the cross spectral densities of the generalized
coordinates Amn.
* ._e i
Smnrs = Hmn(_) . Hrs(_) [bmnrs + Smnri] (33)
The frequency response function Hmn and the generalized random
forces S e are
mnrs
1
Hmn £ z (34 )
PS h [_mn - i_y/Psh - _
Se = { e (_) (x_ e_) (X_ 8_) (35)
mnrs SF I Xmn ' Xrs '
e
+ SF2
2
(_) Xmn(X_, 8_) Xrs(X_, 8_)}/R
where e and
SF 1
S e
F2 are the spectral densities of the random
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point forces Fl(t) and F2(t). Similar expression can be written
i
for the generalized random forces Smnrs acting on the inner side
of the shell. The natural frequencies _mn of a cylindrical
shell can be obtained from
2[omn = {(D/Psh) [(m_/L)
2 2 4
+ (n/R) ]
2 4 2
+ (E/PsR) (m_/L) }/ [(m_/L) (36)
2 2
+ (n/R) ]
The solution for shell vibrations presented in this section can
be used in Eq. 4 to obtain noise generated inside a cylindrical
enclosure.
3.4 Response of a Double Wall Cylindrical Shell
A double wall shell construction shown in F{g. 4 can be used
to represent a design where the interior shell is the pressurized
module and the exterior shell is used as a radiation and thermal
shield. Following Refs. 31,32,41,42 and using Eq. 27, the shell
vibrations can be modeled by two coupled partial differential
equations for normal deflections w E and w I as
DEV8 _ 4WE / 4"" 4EWE + (EEhE/R)_ _x 4 + +
PEVEWE VE{ks(WE-WI) (37)
CEdE "" )ms_ I 4+ + (I/3)msW E + (1/6 } = VE pe(x,8,t )
16
8 /R_ ) _4 4"" 4DIVIW I + (Elh I wi/_x4 + PlVIWl + Vl{ks(Wl-W E)
+ cIwI + (i/3)msW I + (I/6)msWE} = _ V4ipi(x,8,t) (38)
where m s and k s are mass per unit area and core stiffness. The
subscripts E and I denote the external and the internal shells,
respectively. The viscoelastic core separating the two shells is
taken to be relatively soft, so that bending and shearing
stresses can be neglected, and subsequently the soft core is
characterized by a uniaxial constitutive law. Such a model
allows in-phase (flexural) and out-of-phase (dilatational)
motions of the double wall systems. The vibrations of the inner
shell generate noise inside the cylindrical enclosure. However,
the motions of the two shells are coupled through the core.
Thus, vibrations of the outer shell could induce motions of the
inner shell and consequently generate noise in the interior.
The equations of motion of the double wall shells are solved
by modal expansion methods. The solution of Eqs. 37 and 38 is
expressed in terms of simply supported shell modes
WE(X,e,t) = _ [ A E X S (x,8) (39)
m= 1 n= 0 mn mn
wi(x,8,t) = _'_ _"_ A I X S(x,8) (40)
m=l n=0 mn mn
where A E and A I are the generalized coordinates of external
mn mn
and internal shells, and X s are the shell modes. The solution
mn
procedure for shell displacements w E and w I are similar to the
procedure presented in Sec. 3.3. The details of the response
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analysis of double wall shells to random point loads are given in
Refs. 32 and 42.
3.5 Response of Double Wall Composite Shells
The design of space structures is impacted by the
interactions of functional requirements, such as strength,
stiffness, weight, reliability, etc. To accomodate many of these
requirements, new design concepts for lower weight, extended
service life and improved integrity are needed. It has been
demonstrated that composite materials could give weight and
structural integrity advantages over many commonly used materials
[47-50]. However, the low-weight composites might not provide
any advantage with respect to less response or reduced noise
transmission. Past studies have demonstrated that sandwich
constructions might be an efficient way of dissipating
vibrational energy [51-54]. Thus, to satisfy the required
vibroacoustic environment, designs utilizing composite materials
might need to be modified by including the double-wall sandwich
concepts.
The sandwich shell system is composed of two simply
supported cylindrical shells and a soft viscoelastic core as
shown in Fig. 4. Each shell is a composite buildup of laminae,
which consists of fibers imbedded in a supporting matrix. The
laminae can be oriented in any arbitrary direction. The fibers
are basically the load carriers. The equations of motion are
derived using assumptions similar to those given in Refs. 26,44
18
and 45. The viscoelastic core separating the two composite
shells is taken to be relatively soft, so that bending and
shearing stresses in the core can be neglected. The natural
frequencies and vibration response are obtained for simply
supported cases by modal solutions and a Galerkin-like
procedure. The details of the theoretical formulation and
analysis of the double wall composite shells are given in Refs.
32 and 42.
3.6 Response of a Stiffened Shell
The design configuration of the habitability modules is
expected to be a discretely stiffened cylindrical shell as shown
in Fig. 5. Analytical formulations and response calculations
have been performed for the cases where the stiffened shell shown
in Fig. 5 is represented by an equivalent orthotropic shell. In
this case the effect of rings and stiffeners is smeared into an
equivalent skin. Then, the natural frequencies can be calculated
by the procedures presented in Ref. 9 and i0. For the
application of low frequency vibrations and noise transmission,
such a model might be adequate to evaluate the noise criteria
inside the habitability modules.
19
3.7 Vibration of Double Wall Circular Plates
Consider the two circular plates shown in Figs. 4 and 6 are
simply supported at the edges. The governing equations of motion
of the two plates, coupled through a linear soft core, can be
written as [17-24,42]
,o
DT?4WT + CTW T + mTw T +
k p
s(WT w B) + (i/3)mPw T
Pw = - pT(r %,t)+ (I/6)m B
(41)
+ (i/6)m[w T = pB(r,8,t)
(42)
where
3 2
DT, B = ET,BhT,B/12(I - VT, B) (43)
mT, B = PT,BhT,B
(44)
P P P
ms = Pshs
(45)
52 1 5 1 52 52 1 5 1 52
74 = (__ + + 2 62 ) (_r 2 + + 2 2 )5r 2 r 5r r _ r _r r _e
(46)
The subscripts T,B denote the top and bottom plates and s
denotes the core. The loads pT(r,e,t) and pB(r,%,t) are the
2O
random excitations applied to the top and bottom plates. In
obtaining Eqs. 41 and 42 it was assumed that the mass of the core
follows an apportioned linear distribution. The wT are the,B
normal displacements of the midsurfaces of the top (exterior) and
the bottom (interior) circular plates. The boundary conditions
to be satisfied are
- DT,B
(r,e) = 0 at r = RP (47)WT,B
_2
52WT'B + vT (! _WT,B 1 WT,B_ R P (48)
{ 2 ,B r 5"---_ + 2 2 j = 0 at r =
_r r _e
The solution to Eqs. 41 and 42 can be expressed in terms of
normal modes
wT(r,e,t) = _ _ TAsq(t) X P
s=0 q=l sq(r'8) (49)
wB(r,e,t ) = _ [ BAsq(t) X P
s=0 q=l sq(r'8) (50)
where TAsq and BAsq are the generalized coordinates of top
(exterior) and bottom (interior) circular plates, and
X P (r 8) are the circular plate modes given by
sq '
X P
sq(r,e) = Rsq(r) cos (sS)
Js(k_q )
Rsq(r) = Js(ksq r) s Is(ksqr)
Is(ksq)
(51)
(52)
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in which Js and I s are Bessel functions and modified Bessel
functions of the first kind respectively, and k s is the qth
sq
root of the frequency equation
Js+l(k) Is+l(k) 2k
"Js (k) + " Is(k) - l-v
(53)
Results given in Eq. 53 are obtained by substituting Eqs. 51 and
52 into Eqs. 47 and 48 and using relationships which relate the
derivatives of Bessel functions to higher order functions [24 and
2
65] In Eq. 53 k = kR P, k 4 - _ m and consequently
• D
ks = k R P (54)
sq sq
4
ksq = T,B_s2q mT,B/DT,B (55)
Substituting Eqs. 49 and 50 into Eqs. 41 and 42 and using
the orthogonality principle, gives a set of coupled differential
equations in TAsq and BAsq. Taking the Fourier transform of
these equations it can be shown that
TAsq(_) = H T
sq (_) {BAsg(_) (k s + (i/6)ms_2)
+ TPsq(_)/Qsg}/mT
(55)
BAsq(_) = H Bsq (_) {Tisq(_)
+ BPsq(_)/Qsq}/mB
(k s + (I/6)ms_2)
(56)
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HT,B
sq
2 2
(_) = I/_T,B_sq. - YT, B/mT, B + !_CT,B/mT,B + ks/mT,B} (57)
YT B = mT + (1/3)m P
, ,B s
(58)
R P 2_
T,BPsa(_) --; f f
0 0
pT'B(r,8 _) X P
, sq(r, 8)rdrd8
(59)
RP 2_ _Qsq
°sq = f f {xP (r'e)}2rdr_e= {
0 0 sq
(RP) 2
Qsq - 2
'2 ks
{Js ( sq ) + (i
if s * 0
2_00q if s = 0
2
s ) j2(ks
s sq)}
(ks)2
sq
(RP)2 Js (ks
sq ) kS )j ( s + Js(k s )I ( s }
ks Is(kS ) {Is( sq s+l ksq) sq s+l ksq)
_t'_
(RP) 2 J_( xssq) 2
{(i + s 2(ks2)Is sq ) -
2 i2( s ks
s ksq) ( sq )
2 = k 4 DTT,B_sq sq ,B/mT,B
(60)
(61)
(62)
Furthermore, a ( )' indicates differentiation with respect to the
spatial variable r and a bar indicates transformed quantity.
The excitations applied to the top and/or bottom circular
plates are assumed to be uniform random pressure or random point
loads as shown in Fig. 6 for which the spectral densities are
specified. In the case of uniform pressure input the generalized
random forces reduce to
23
where
T,BPsa(_) = {
2=_0qpT'B(_ )
0
s -- 0
s _ 0
(63)
R P J0(k__)
= .___ s - q- I
{Jl( 0q) ) (64)
and _T,B
(_) is the Fourier transform for spatially uniform
pressure input pT'B(r,e,t ) .
The random loads acting on the top andbottom plates are
expressed in terms of two point loads FT 'B and F_ 'B as
T T 8_) 6( )pT(r,e,t) = (I/AIA2){F_(t) 6(e- r-r_
T T T
+ F2(t) 6(8-82) 6(r-r2) }
(65a)
B B {F_(t) 6( ) 6pB(r,0,t) = (1/A1A 2) 8-8_ (r-r_) (65b)
where T,B denote the external and internal loads, 6 is the Dirac
delta function and for a circular plate [26] A_ ,T = I ,
A_ ,T
= r . The generalized random forces corresponding to point
loads given in Eqs. 65a and 65b are
T_sq(_) = {-T P T T -T X P T TF 1 (_) ) + (_) ( ) }Xsq(rl,e I F 2 sO r2'e 2
(66a)
e#sq(_ ) = {-B(_) P B e_)+-B x2 (r2,ee
F1 Xsq(rl ' F2(_) sq i ) } (66b)
Following the procedures of Ref. 46 and assuming the point
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loads are stationary and independent, the spectral densities of
normal plate deflections WT, wB can be determined from
sT'B(r,8,_) = 7 7. [ _ {T BOsq (T,Bejk)T,BSsqj k(_)
w s=0 q=l j=0 k=l ' (67)
where
* P .X P -_
+ pAsq(pAjk)B,TSsqjk } Xsq jk/Usq_jk
TyBT,B@sq(_) = {Hsq (_)/mT,B}/_ q(_)
B
PAsq(_) = T0sq(_) {Hsg(_)/mB}(k s + (i/6)ms_2)
(68)
(69)
T (_ B + (i/6)m _2)2}/mTm BP_sq(_) = 1 - {Hsg )Hsq(_) (ks s
(70)
The asterisks in Eq. 67 denote complex conjugates and B,TSsqjk
are the cross spectral densities of the generalized random
forces.
For the two stationary independent point loads acting on the
external plate it may be shown that the cross-spectral density of
the generalized forces TSsqjk(_) may be determined from
(_) P T T X P .r T T
TSsqjk(_) = {s i Xsq(rl,e I) jkI i,ei ) +
S T X P T T X P T T
F2(_) sq(r2,e2 ) jk(r2,82)}
(71)
T
where SF 1
FT and F T.
T are the spectral densities of the point loads
and SF2
Similar expressions can be developed for point
loads acting on the interior plate.
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The vibrations of the bottom plate generates noise inside
the cylindrical enclosure. By setting wB = wL at x = 0 and wB
= wR at x = L, substituting these results into Eqs. 6 and 7, the
solution for interior noise pressure P2 can be obtained.
3.8 Response of Stiffened and Interconnected Structures
The interconnected structural system shown in Fig. 7 is
composed of a discretely stiffened panel and a cantilever
stiffened box beam. The beam is attached to the stiffeners of
the skin-stringer panel. The displacement response of the
stiffened panel is needed for the solution of the perturbation
pressure p given in Eq. 20. To develop a solution procedure,
the structural system shown in Fig. 7 is separated into a
stiffened panel, stiffened beam and a coupled panel-beam
structure. The solution procedure is based on transfer matrix
techniques.
3.8.1 Response of a Stiffened Panel to Random Loads
The vibrations of various panel units inside the
habitability modules might be generated by various mechanical
and/or electrical equipment that are attached to these panels.
Consider a flat stiffened panel located on a sidewall at
z = 0, a 0 _ y _ a 0 + Ly, b 0 { x _ b 0 + L x is simply supported at
the edges normal to the stiffeners as shown in Figs. 7 and 8.
Assume the random loads from the substructure are transferred to
the panel at the stiffeners through shear force, bending moment
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and twisting moment action. Now consider a panel exposed to a
random pressure pr(x,y,t), random point load F0(t) and random
couples My(t) and Mx(t). The governing equation of motion for
this single bay panel is
DV4w + c_ + m_ = /(x,y,t) + _(t) 5(x - xo) 5(y - yo) +
My(t) 5(X-Xo)5'(y-yo)+Mx(t)6'(x-xo)5(y-yo) (72)
where D is the plate stiffness, c o is the visous damping
coefficient, m s is the panel mass per unit area, w(x,y,t) is the
normal deflection, 6 is the Dirac delta function and the prime
denotes a derivative. The point couples acting on a plane
parallel to the axis are indicated by the subscript associated
with them. Note that in formulating Eq. 72, the effect of
acoustic radiation pressure is neglected.
The solution for the panel deflection can be written as
w(x,y,t) = Ii
n=l
qn (Y,t) Xn(X) (73)
where qn are the generalized coordinates and X n are the modes
corresponding to the x-direction. Assuming simply supported
edges at x = 0, Lx, the modes are
n _x
Xn(X) = sin (_---) (74)
x
Taking the Fourier transform of Eqs. 72 and 73 and following
the Galerkin procedure, the differential equation for the
generalized coordinates qn(y,_) can be obtained [34,35,43].
Introducing relationships between various derivatives of
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qn(y,_) in terms of slope, bending moment and shear, the
solution can be written in convenient state vector form as
where
slope, moment and shear, respectively.
vector at station j on the panel is
(75)
6 On, Mn, and V are the modal components of deflection,n' n
Then, the response state
1 = {Zn r Yj{Zn} j [F]j }j-I + f [F(yj - _)] {Kn(_)}d_ (76)
where the superscripts 1 and r indicate either the left or right
of station j, respectively, [F] is the field transfer matrix
which transfers the stste vector across the panel [33,37,46] and
Kn_ is the matrix of generalized random forces.
Now that we can transfer the state vector across the panel,
we next develop procedures to transfer the state vector across
the stiffener. The stiffener does not interfere with the
continuity of the deflections and slopes in the skin on either
side of the line of attachment between the stiffner and the
skin. However, the stiffner, because of its elastic and inertial
properties, produces an abrupt change in the moment and shear of
the skin at the line of attachment. Since the substructures are
attached to the stiffeners as shown in Fig. 7, axial loads will
be induced along the coordinate x. The details of developing a
transfer matrix for the stiffener can be found in Refs. 37 and
43. Then, the state vector at any arbitrary location s, where
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s = Ys +m}lYm ' can be expressed as
=s l l{Z.}Z_ l[T]lo{Z.}lo+ _{E}o (77)
where matrix I[T]I0 transfers the state vector from station 0 to
s
station s such that
t8[T]l0 = [Fs][GA]j [F]i[GA]i-I "'" [F]I [GA]0 (78)
in which [GA] is the point transfer matrix for the jth stiffener,
[F s] is a field transfer matrix which transfers the state vector
over a portion of a panel located between stations j and j + i.
Transfer matrix I{E}{ represents the effect of the distributed
s
and concentrated loads acting on the panel and the axial loads
acting on the stringers:
t TTltZ_{E} ot = l['rlz_[=,o{Lo} + Zs[T]_ "[L1} +'''+ St,.- '] {Li} + {LS} (79)
where the loading matrix Lj is
(80)
in which
and matrix
{L_} includes the effect of the axial loads induced
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in the stiffeners [43].
The solution for the state vector {Zn} { in Eq. 77 can be
obtained by utilizing the boundary conditions at the extreme ends
of the panel, i.e. at y = 0 and y = L, and by extending Eq. 77 to
the length of the panel. In this approach, simple, fixed, free
or elastic supports at the boundaries can be included. For the
case when either simple, fixed or free supports are used at the
ends (not necessarily the same at both ends), the response state
vector at location s can be expressed as
t2ll r tek tel
8Lt4k t41J 0
-t
E_ + E3
El o 8 E4 o
(82)
where the tij element is the (i,j) element of transfer matrix
[T]; E i is the i-th element of matrix E ; and (k,l) denote the
matrix elements corresponding to boundary conditions at the
extreme left end (station 0):
(k,l) =
I 4)I simple
(2,
(3,4) fixed
(1,2) free
(83)
Similarly, (e,f) denote matrix elements according to boundary
conditions at the extreme right end (station N):
3O
{l,3il simple(e,f) = 1,2 fixed3,4 free
Finally, the response vector in terms of displacement,
slope, moment and shear can be obtained from
OO
{R_(_,_o)}_= _ {z_}_x_(_)
n=l
(85)
The displacements from Eq. 85 can be used in Eq. 20 to obtain
sound pressure inside a rectangular enclosure.
3.8.2 Response of a Stiffened Beam
Consider a discretely stiffened beam composed of piecewise
continuous segments as shown in Fig. 9. Concentrated masses,
translational, torsional, longitudinal springs and point dampers
can be added to the beam structure at any arbitrary location.
Furthermore, random loads (distributed or concentrated) can act
at any arbitrary location on the beam.
The deformations, forces, bending and twisting moments of
the elastic beam at a given location s can can be represented by
a state vector {Z }i Then, the response state vector can be
b s "
obtained as with the skin stringer panel. Thus, we write
{Zb}l Z l l l l= 8[Tb]o{Zb}o-t-s{Eb}O (86)
where the transfer matrices now correspond :to those of a
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where {¢b' 6b' eb} are angles of twist about the elastic axis,
vertical displacement, slope in the vertical plane, respectively,
and station K is at the base of the connection between the
cantilever beam and stiffened panel. The sub matrices
1 11
{TbU} and {Tb } are (3 x 3) reduced transfer matrices of a beam
with bending and twisting modes and free boundary condition at
z=0 for which the components of the state vector are
Hb} _ = {0, 0, 0} . The second part of Eq. 87 reflects{Mb , Vb ,
the effect of point loads which can be loacted at any arbitrary
number of stations r = 0,1,2,...,K-I. Similarly, the submatrices
[T_u 21] and [Tb ] are reduced transfer matrices corresponding to
r r
the input load vector {M0,F0,MT}r in which M0,F 0 and MT are the
point couple, point force and twisting moment acting at station
r.
In the formulation of the skin-stringer problem, it was
assumed that in-plane deformations with respect to directions x
and y are small and can be neglected. To satisfy the
compatibility conditions between the skin-stringer and cantilever
beam at the point of attachment K, we assume that for the beam
{%b}K = {6b} K = 0 . Utilizing these conditions and Eq. 87, we
obtain
{bI [I°lI°ll,% =- o ÷ 'T=''',,, ¢o
Cb 0 Cb K r=O /_IT r
(88)
At point K where the beam joins the panel, compatibility and
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equilibrium conditions need to be satisfied. Assume the
cantilever beam is connected to a stiffened panel at a distance
x = a as indicated in Fig. 7. The slope of the panel-stringer
response along the x coordinate can be obtained by
differentiating the displacement component of Eq. 77 with respect
to x. Then,
oo
= \_z/ cos L---_
n=l
in which tij are elements of transfer matrix [T] corresponding to
the skin-stringer panel, Eq. 78. Inserting Eq. 89 into Eq. 88
and using the results in Eq. 87, the response bending moment,
shear and torsional moment at the connection of the beam to the
skin stringer panel can be written as
=
Hb K
K_I
r=O
+[_bl_l[rYl-_ _--_[r_l{Z_}Zo _ co_ L_]
where transfer matrix [T t] is
(90)
[00000][T*] = 0 0 0
Ktll t12 t13 it4 0
(91)
Consider now that the cantilever beam is connected to two
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adjacent stringers on the panel and that all the loads from the
beam are transferred into the stringers at stations j-I and j.
loads, given in Eq. 90, are functions of {Zn} _ and areThese
inputs to the skin-stringer panel system. Then, the response
state vector at station x of the stiffened panel is
{Z,_}l z l _IT]Z {Lr,_} - Z_[T]_ {LH,_}= _[T]o {Z,_}to -_t ]j-1 (92)
where
{LI,H,_} = {O,O,O,v,.H.}
(93)
in which
Vl.llr_ = --
n_a _ A2 (s n_rcqL_
_ixx }vb ]] ,.. (94)
In obtaining Eqs. 92 and 94 it was assumed that each stiffener to
which the beam is attached shares one-half of the shear. The
torsional moment produces loads in the z direction which can be
approximated by four forces located at the four corners of the
cross-section, each of which is equal to kM T [56,57]. Also,
_I' aii denote the distances in the x direction of the upper and
lower corners of the cross section.
Now for the sake of numerical tractability, we proceed to
examine the case where response of the panel is dominated by the
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bending moment {blb} K . Then, Eq. 94 reduces to
V n----Vi,iz. =-- COS_ {Mb}K
which implies that
(95)
{L,_} = {LI,II,_} = {O, O, O, v,_} (96)
Using Eqs. 90, 93 and 95 we can rewrite Eq. 92 as
{Z,_}zs I z z Mo
= _[Tlo{Z_}_o +_[Dz_] _[DH_] Fo
r---O 1-
+ l,[Dm,_] _ [Dwm] {Zm}
m=l
(97)
where
l[Din ] "l l l l _
, ÷
_[Tl.i ) {Ln}
[DHr] = -[T_ s] [T_'_]-'[T_V] + [Tg_]
(98)
(99)
Is I1
in which [T b ] is a (i x 3) matrix obtained from [T b ] by
eliminating the second and third rows; [T_ s] is a (3 x 2) matrix
2u r
obtained from [Tb ] by eliminating the third column; [T_ s] is a
r 9 r
(I x 2) matrix obtained from [Tb I] by eliminating the second and
r
third rows and third column. Also,
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l.[D/n,_ ] = ls[Dz,_] [Tb1_] [Tbl_] -1
(100)
-- - cos IT
(101)
where [T t] is given in Eq. 91. Note that the dimensions of
matrices I[T]{ i[ ] 1 [DI _], [D Is ' s Din 's I IIn and [DIv m] are
respectively, 4x4, 4xl, ix2, 4x3 and 3x4.
The state vector {Zn}l are {Znk, Znl} , where k,l are given
in Eq. 83 according to the boundary conditions at the extreme
left end of the panel. Now we approximate the infinite summation
with _ where v is a selected integer number. Then,
n,m=l m,m=l
using Eq. 97 for the entire panel and the boundary conditions at
the extreme right end, a system of equations can be written in
the following form:
l
Zlk
Zll
Z2k
[Wv] . Z2l =
Z_,k
Zvl 0
_ Nll ]
N21 /
N12
N22
N2v
(102)
where
{ } {}N I ,_ ,. e/ MoN2,_ = -.[D,,_] [DHr] Fo
r----i r
(103)
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[w_]=
KII+RIIi HII+Sltl
K2i+R21t H2i+S211
RI2i
R221
Rlv, Slvt
R2vl S2vl
Rl12 S1,2 • " "
R21._ $212 " " "
S121 K12+R122 H12-{-S12_ • • •
$221 K22 +R22.o H22+$222 • • "
: : : "..
Rllv Sliv
R21v S21v
R12v S12v
R22v $22v
:
Sly2 • • • Klv+Rlvv HlvWSl_,v
$2_,2 • • • K2vWR2vv H2vWS2vv
(104)
and
Rlnm Slnm I ef= "[Dm,_] [D_m][R2_m S2nrn
K2n H2n N tfk tfl o
(105)
(106)
r r[in which the superscripts e,f in matrices N[DIn], N DIIIn]
denote rows and k,l in matrix [DIv m] indicate columns retained
from the total matrix according to the boundary conditions at
__+_"_!y The ,,_i,,,_o ,-,4: 4: _,,,q t. _ arestations N and O, ............... e, ....... ,
given in Eqs. 84 and 83, respectively. For example, if the panel
is simply supported at station N, the first and the third rows of
matrix Nr[DI n] are retained. Elements tij in Eq. 106 are defined
as in Eq. 82.
The natural frequencies of the coupled skin-stringer-beam
system can be obtained by setting the determinant of matrix [W v]
to zero, i.e.,
Iwvl = a(_) = 0 (107)
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Finally, from Eq. 102, the unknown elements of the state
vector at station 0 can be obtained. Then, using Eq. 97, the
final expression for the response state vector at any location s
on the panel can be expressed as
K-1{z,: {}s[A l [D. lioF_
T=0
(I08)
where
{}l[A,_l t kll z,_k +t[Di,_l+_[Dm.l [D_m] zmks Zml
_[T ]o Znl o m=i o (109)
Consider now that the bending moment of the stiffened beam
is acting in the plane parallel to the y axis. The slope of the
panel at the vertical plane along the y coordinate is obtained
from
{_b}K : E Kl[t21 t22 t23 t241tO {Zn}/o sin-_Lz (ii0)
where Eqs. 95 and 96 are now replaced by
vn : sin (iii)
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which implies that
{L n} = {0, 0, Vn, 0} (112)
All other expressions remain the same, but now, instead of Eq.
I01, we have
K
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
t21 t22 t23 t24
(Ii3)
_ = L_II_± case we uuli_u_L _x_± LUL_ _L_II_ Ull d U_ll|
producing longitudinal vibrations in the beam and transverse
vibrations of the skin-stringer panel. Now, the compatibility
conditions of the skin-stringer panel and beam interface of the
displacements in the z direction are satisfied by setting
co n_%
{Ub}K = E _[tl, t,2 t,3 t,4]to {Z_}10 sin L----_-
n.=l
(114)
Equation 96 remains unchanged, but Eq. 94 needs to be modified to
include axial forces. It can be assumed that (I) the axial load
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Pb is transferred into the panel as four point forces acting at
corners of the cross-section, in which case Eq. 95 is replaced by
v_- 2L_ L_ -- L_ -J
(115)
where h b is the length of the beam in x direction; or (2) that
the axial load is transferred as distributed forces along the
stringer where now
_ cos + cos
vn nTrhb L_
{Pb}K (116)
The final solution takes the same form as that of Eq. 108 but Eq.
i0i is replaced by
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4.0 NUMERICAL RESULTS
The numerical results were obtained for single wall
cylindrical shells, double wall cylindrical shells, double wall
composite shells, stiffened shells, double wall circular plates,
rectangular enclosures with vibrating stiffened sidewall panels
or partitions and rectangular enclosures of which stiffened
sidewalls are interconnected to beam-like type structures.
Damping of the shell structures was assumed to be composed of
material damping, viscous damping caused by radiation effects,
and structural damping of the core material (double wall
configuration). Using the complex elastic modulus approach, we
have
: ER(I + ig) (118)
where E is the complex modulus, E R is the real component of E ,
and g is the loss factor. The v_,,_ damping coefficients were
e _i
expressed in terms of modal damping ratios Cmn and mn
corresponding to the external and internal shells. Damping in
the core is introduced through the core stiffeness constant
k s = ko(l + _ gs ) where gs is the loss factor for the core
material. Similar damping model was used for the double wall
circular plates. For stiffened panel and stiffened beam
vibrations, damping was introduced by replacing elastic modulus E
and shear modulus G with E(I + !g) and G(I + ! g) .
Furthermore, the translational, kTl, and rotational, kRl, spring
constants of the cantilever beam construction were replaced with
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kT (i + i gl) and kRl(l + i gl) , respectively, where gl is theI ~
loss factor for the external springs. The effect of viscous
damping was neglected for those structures.
4.1 Noise Transmission Into a Cylindrical Enclosure
4.1.1 Single Wall Aluminum Shell
The aluminum shell shown in Fig. 3 has the following
dimensions: L = 300 in., R = 58 in. and h = 0.I in. Both ends
are closed and the interior walls are lined with a layer of
porous acoustic material [40]. The inputs to the shell are
exterior random point loads located at x I = x 2 = 150 in.,
0 0
81 = -90 and 82 = 90 . These point forces are characterized by
truncated Gaussian white noise spectral densities
{ 2 I= 0.84 ib /Hz 0 < f < i000 Hz (119)SF_, F_ 0 otherwise
/
The elastic modulus, Poisson's ratio and the material densities
5xl06ps =
were respectively, E =i0. i, v = 0.3 and Pm 0.000259
4. The speed of sound, c, in the enclosure, the air
lbf-sec2/in.
density p and flow resistivity of porous acoustic material
lining, RI, of the interior surfaces are taken to be c = 13540
_7 2 4
in/sec., p = 1.147 x 10 lbf-sec /in and R 1 = 3.74 x 10 -3 lbf-
sec/in. 4. The sound pressure levels are computed inside the
0
shell at x = L/2, r = 28 in. and 8 = 45 . The structural modal
damping coefficients were taken to be constant,
= _0 = 0.04 .
mn
The deflection response levels RL are
calculated from
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2
RL(x,8,m) = i0 log [Sw(X,e,_) A_/Wre f] (120)
where S w is the deflection response spectral density and Wre f =
h. Numerical procedures were developed to calculate modal
frequencies, deflection response spectral densities and interior
sound pressure levels. Pressurized and unpressurized modules
were considered.
The deflection response levels calculated at x = L/2 and
0
8 = 45 are given in Fig. i0 for pressurized and unpressurized
shell. The effect of pressurization is to shift some of the
lower frequency response peaks to a higher frequency values.
Similar results are shown in Fig. Ii where sound pressure levels
are plotted versus frequency. Since interior sound pressure is
dominated by the modes (structural and acoustic) above 300 Hz,
pressurization does not have much of an effect on sound pressure
levels, it should be noted nnan.......... _ne magn±nuues of nne...... polnn
loads chosen in this study are arbitrary values. When the actual
input force values are known, the results presented in this
report can be scaled accordingly. For example, if the actual
input forces are ten times less than the ones used in this study,
the RL and the SPL levels given in Figs. I0 and II will be
reduced by ten decibels.
4.1.2 Double Wall Aluminum Shell
Numerical results presented herein correspond to the double
wall sandwich shell shown in Fig. 4 and input point loads as
given in Fig. 6. The magnitude and location of the inputs acting
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either on the exterior shell or the interior shell are assumed to
be the same as prescribed by Eq. 119. The thicknesses of the
external and internal shells are hE = 0.032 in and hI = 0.i in.
The stiffness, material density and thickness of the soft core
--6 2 4
= 4.17 Ibf/in3 , Ps = 3,4 x 10 ibf - sec /in and h s = 2are k s
in., respectively.
The natural frequencies of a double wall aluminum shell are
given in Fig. 12. For the double wall shell construction, the
flexural (in phase) and the dilatational (out of phase) modes are
included. The highest modal frequency is that of "breathing"
mode for which n = 0 and m = I. Results plotted in Fig. 12
indicate that for the large shell dimensions and the ratio
radius/length = 0.1933 chosen in this study the modal frequencies
at n = 0 seem to converge to a single point for all values of m =
1,2,...,10. This suggests that in the vicinity of the
"breathing" mode frequency large numbers of structural modes
could couple to acoustic modes resulting in high levels of noise
transmission. The deflection response levels of the outer shell
are given for pressurized and unpressurized conditions in Fig.
13. These results correspond to x = L/2, e = 45 0 ' gs = 0.05,
_0 = 0.04 and inputs provided by two point loads acting on the
interior shell at x i i _i = x2 = 150 in., e = -900 and e = 900 .
As can be seen from these results, shell response is dominated by
low frequency modes in the range 0-50 Hz. In Fig. 14, sound
pressure levels in the cylindrical enclosure generated by two
interior point loads are given for reverberant (hard interior
walls) and absorbent (interior walls treated with soft acoustic
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materials) conditions. For reverberant conditions, noise levels
inside the cylinder become relatively large and are dominated by
peaks at acoustic resonant frequencies. The effect of
pressurization on noise transmission in the interior is shown in
Fig. 15 for absorbent interior wall conditions. Those results
tend to indicate that pressurization plays only a minor role on
noise generation inside the shell. It is expected that the
habitability modules will be pressurized for which static
pressure differential _p = 11.8 psi . The interior sound
pressure generated by identical inputs but acting at different
locations is given in Fig. 16. As can be observed from these
results, noise generated by shell vibrations is a function of
location of random point loads.
4.1.3 Double Wall Composite Shell
The dimensions of the double wall composite shell are the
same as those of double wall aluminum shell. The outer shell
consists of three laminae while the inner shell is composed of
ten laminae. Fiberglass and graphite fibers are used to
reinforce the plexiglass material. The ratio of fibers volume to
the plexiglass volume is 0.2. The fiber orientation is
prescribed by angle _ as shown in Fig. 4. The elastic moduli,
Poisson's ratios and material densities are Ef = 7.75 x 106 psi,
vf = 0.33, pf = 0.0002 ibf-sec2/in 4, Eg = 10.5 x 107 psi,
= lbf-sec2/in 4 =vg = 0.33, pg 0.00015 , Ep 2.35 x 105 psi,
v = 0.35, pp = 0.00011 Ibf-sec2/in 4, where the subscripts f,g,pP
denote fiberglass, graphite and plexiglass, respectively. The
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fiber reinforcement--same pattern is used for internal and
external shell--is arranged as follows: ist layer fiberglass, 2nd
layer graphite, 3rd layer fiberglass and so on. The fiber
orientation for the three laminae of the exterior shell are
= -450 450 , -45 0 (.first case) and _ = 900 00 900 (second
; , t
case). The fiber orientation for the ten laminae of the interior
shell is arranged in an alternating order with
= -450,450,-45 0,450, etc. (first case) and
= 900 00, 90 0 , 0 0 etc. (second case)
The natural frequencies of double wall composite shell are
plotted in Fig. 17. A comparison of modal frequencies of
aluminum and composite shells shows that depending on fiber
reinforcement orientation, significantly higher modal frequencies
can be obtained for a composite shell. However, the mass of the
composite shell is about 50% less than that of the aluminum shell
while all other geometric parameters remain the same. The
deflection response levels for point loads acting on the exterior
surface are shown in Fig. 18a for modal damping coefficient
G0 = 0.01 and loss factor in the core gs = 0.02. As can be seen
from these results, a large number of flexural and dilatational
modes are excited by point loads• Due to the large number of
participating modes and modal frequency overlaps as shown in Fig.
17, it is difficult to identify the response peaks corresponding
to dilatational frequencies. However, for n = 0 the flexural and
dilatational frequencies are well separated. A direct comparison
of these results to the results given in Fig. 13 indicate that at
most frequencies the response levels of the composite shell are
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lower than when compared to the response levels of the aluminum
shell. However, at some frequency values the opposite is true.
Similar results are presented in Fig. 18b but for the point loads
acting on the interior shell. As can be seen from Figs. 17 and
18b, response levels at the first three peaks are about the same
for both of these cases. However, significantly different
vibration levels might be observed at other frequencies when the
input point loads are moved from external to i'nternal shells.
The location and magnitude of these loads are the same for both
cases.
To demonstrate the effect of shell and core damping, results
are presented in Figs. 19 and 20 for constant modal damping
ratios _E = I = =mn _mn _o = 0.04 and gs 0.i . The point loads are
acting on the interior shell for both of these cases. By
increasing modal damping of the interior and exterior shell from
0.0i to 0.04, about 12 dB of response reduction can be gained at
most modal frequencies. As can be seen from Figs. 19 and 20,
only about 2-4 dB of the response reduction is achieved at some
peaks when damping in the core is increased from 0.02 to 0.i.
However, the shells forming a double wall construction are bonded
to the core. Thus, the cumulative effect of damping on vibration
response would be similar to the combined results given in Figs.
19 and 20.
Figure 21 depicts sound pressure levels for an aluminum and
fiber reinforced laminated shell under exterior point load
inputs, with _Emn= _mnI= 0.01, gs = .02 and
_8 2
= i. x I0 rad-sec/in . As can be observed from these
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results, the noise levels generated by a composite shell are
higher than the noise levels for an aluminum shell at most
frequencies. The mass of the composite shell is about one half
of the mass of the aluminum shell. However, the composite shell
is much stiffer than the aluminum one. For a shell structure, a
shift in modal frequency could induce different coupling between
structural and acoustic modes. The effect of structural and
acoustic damping on sound generation is illustrated in Figure
_8 2
22. These results correspond to B = I x I0 rad-sec/in . As
can be seen from these results, a significant amount of noise
reduction can be achieved in a composite shell by increasing
structural and acoustic damping. The results shown in Fig. 22
indicate that for acoustically hard interior walls (ZA ÷ _) ,
the noise levels in the cylinder become relatively large.
A direct comparison of interior sound pressure levels in the
cylinder excited by exterior and interior point loads is given in
Fig. 23. The loading conditions are the same for both cases.
Since vibration coupling is provided by the viscoelastic core,
the noise generated in the interior is a function of how the
point loads are acting on the double wall shell. The results
presented in Fig. 23 correspond to point loads acting on the
interior shell at x_ = x = L/2, _ = -900 and e_ = 900 . The
fiber orientation of the three layers (Fig. 4) at the exterior
shell is described in Fig. 24. The fiber orientation for the ten
layers of the interior shell are: (A) 0o,22.5o,45o,45o,22.5 ° ,
0o,90o,90o,90o,90 ° (B) 90o,0o,90o,0o,90o,0o,90o,0o,90o,0 ° (C)
-45o,45o,-45o,45o,-45o,45o,-45o,45o,-45o,45 ° . These results show
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that shell response and interior noise are functions of fiber
orientation in a composite shell. The interior noise levels
might be tailored to meet specific needs by selecting a suitable
fiber orientation. However, interior noise is a function of
frequency and only specific frequency bands might be affected by
this procedure.
4.1.4 Discretely Stiffened Cylindrical Shell
Analytical formulations and noise transmission calculations
have been performed for the case where the stiffened shell shown
in Fig. 5 is represented by an equivalent orthotropic shell
model. The solution procedure for shell response and noise
transmission is similar to a monocoque shell presented in Secs.
3.1, 3.3 and 4.1.1, but the natural vibration frequencies and
mass of the stiffened shell structure are calculated by the
methods presented in Ref. _v.ln For _,_.... __,_I_^_ _ low
frequency (below i000 Hz) vibrations and noise generation, such a
model might be adequate to evaluate noise transmission
characteristics of space station habitability modules. The
structural parameters chosen in this study are typical of the
proposed habitability modules where L = 420 in., R = 78 in and h
= 0.i in. Skin and stiffening elements (rings and stringers) are
constructed from aluminum with the following section and material
properties:
Ar = (cross-sectional area, ring) = 1.897 in 2
As = (cross-sectional area, stringer) = 0.252 in 2
I r = (moment of inertia of ring about its
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centroid) = 5.294 in 4
I s = (moment of inertia of stiffener about its
centroid) = 0.255 in 4
4
Jr = (torsion constant for ring) = 0.1152 in
Js = (torsion constant for stiffener) = 0.000302in 4
E = Er = Es (moduli of elasticity) = i0.0 x 106 psi
G = Gr = Gs (shear moduli) = 3.846 x 106 psi
v = v = v = (Poisson's ratio) = 0.3
r s
_s _r _s (material density) = 0.000259 ib-
sec2/in 4
The natural frequencies of the orthotropic shell are shown
in Figs. 25 and 26 for two different cases of structural
configuration. The modal frequencies for the first few
circumferential modes (N = 0,1,2,3) are not affected much by the
number of ring frames. However, for mode numbers larger than N
=3, the ring frames have a strong effect on modal frequencies.
Furthermore, for the circumferential wave numbers larger than six
and longitudinal modes higher than ten, the modal frequencies
tend to converge to a single line. From these results, it can be
seen that at each selected frequency several modes could be
contributing to structural response and noise transmission. The
noise transmission inside the cylindrical enclosure shown in Fig.
5 was calculated for a variety of structural configurations. The
inputs are point loads acting at x I = x 2 = L/2,
eI = 900 , e2 = -900 . These inputs are assumed to be stationary
Gaussian white noise random processes characterized by truncated
spectral densities
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0.01 ib2/Hz 0 _ f << i000 Hz /
S F = S F = _ (121)1 2 0 otherwise
It is assumed that some absorbent acoustic material is intact at
the interior walls of the cylindrical enclosure.
The generated interior SPL in the enclosure at x = L/2,
% = 450 and r = 68 in are presented in Fig. 27 for several
geometric stiffening configurations. For the stiffened cases it
is assumed that only transverse rings are present as stiffening
elements. As can be seen from these results, at low frequencies
(below 150 Hz) interior noise levels for unstiffened shells are
higher when compared to the results of a stiffened case.
However, for frequencies above 150 Hz, higher noise levels might
be generated at some frequencies for a shell stiffened with
rings. This could be due to the fact that the acoustic modes at
these frequencies are strongly coupled to the shell structural
modes. The sound pressure levels for a pressurized shell
stiffened with I0 rings and stringers which are spaced at 10
inches apart are given in Figure 28. The results tend to
indicate that more interior noise is generated by a thinner
shell. The effect of stringers on interior noise levels is
illustrated in Fig. 29. As can be seen from these results, the
sound pressure levels do not change by much when stringers are
added to the positions shown in Fig. 30. These results
correspond to a shell stiffened with ten heavy frames and
stringers which are spaced i0 inches apart. The sensitivity of
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noise generation due to different locations of input forces is
clearly demonstrated in this figure. Structural modes which are
not excited for a particular forcing condition might become
efficient sound radiators for a different set-up of input forces.
Numerical results were also obtained for a shell stiffened
with relatively small ring frames. The structural parameters
selected are:
2Ar = 0.228 in
As = 0.295 in 2
I r = 0.4437 in 4
I s = 0.5087 in 4
Jr = 0.000122 in 4
Js = 0.000246 in 4
The material properties are the same as given in the previous
examples. A comparison of interior sound pressure levels for the
two cases of different ring frame stiffening is shown in Fig.
31. These results indicate that interior noise levels are
significantly higher for a shell stiffened with small frames
(frequency range 50-500 Hz). The results shown in Fig. 32 show
the effect of increasing the number of small frames from I0 to
41. In the frequency ranges 50-200 Hz, 400-500 Hz, interior
noise levels are higher for a shell stiffened with 41 small ring
frames than for a shell stiffened with i0 heavy frames. However,
for frequencies above 750 Hz more noise is transmitted when ring
frames are large.
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The results presented indicate the sensitivity of interior
noise environment inside the habitability modules due to changes
in structural, geometric and loading conditions. These results
were obtained for a particular level of the point load
intensity. At the Present time, the magnitude characteristics
and location of mechanical inputs that will be present in the
habitability modules during orbital operations are not known.
The measurements obtained for the Skylab operations shown in
Figs. 33 and 34 indicate typical interior noise levels. In
general noise levels generated by various mechanical or
electrical components are relatively low, but the total level
might reach about 80 dB at some frequencies.
4.1.5 End Plates
Consider noise is being generated by vibration of double
wall end plates which are excited by point loads as illustrated
in Fig. 6. The core separating the double wall end plate
construction is taken to be relatively soft in order to allow for
dilatational modes to be present. The coupled modal frequencies
of the double wall aluminum caps for s = 0,1,2,3 (number of nodal
diameters) and q = 1,2,...,10 (number of nodal circles) were
calculated. The first three structural modes for zero number of
diametrical nodes are shown in Fig. 35.
In Fig. 36, the first three radial acoustic modes are
illustrated. These results were obtained from Eq. 14 for zero
number of nodal diameters (i.e., j = 0, no variation in e -
direction) and k = 1,2,3, where k represents the number of nodal
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circles (r-direction).
The sound pressure levels at x = L/2, r = 23 in. and 8 =
45° due to noise transmitted through the double wall circular end
plates located at x = L, _re shown in Fig. 37 for reverberant and
absorbent interiors. The input is a uniform 120 dB acoustic
pressure acting on the exterior end plate. In this case, the end
plate located at x = 0 is assumed to be rigid. The reverberant
and absorbent conditions are simulated by selecting ZL,
_7
ZR ÷ _, _ = 0 , and ZL, ZR as given in Eq. 9 and _ = I x i0
rad-sec/in 2, respectively. As can be seen from Fig. 37, a large
number of acoustic modes are excited by the vibration of the end
plates for reverberant conditions. Modal plate damping is taken
_T = _q = 0.06 . The structuralto be constant and equal to sq
P = 0 02 The noise transmission ofloss factor of the core gs " "
the end caps is predominantly low frequency. The fundamental
circular plate frequency is 3.73 Hz while the lowest acoustic
modal frequency in the shell enclosure is 22.56 Hz. From these
results it can be seen that under uniform random pressure inpdt,
the noise transmitted by the double wall shell and circular end
plates could be relatively large over the selected frequency
range.
The results presented in Fig. 38 illustrate the difference
between the noise transmitted due to a uniformly distributed
acoustic pressure input and sound generated by point loads. In
both cases, the random excitations are acting on the exterior
plate of the double wall construction located at x = L and the
end plate located at x = 0 is assumed to be rigid. The uniform
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input is 120 dB acoustic pressure and the two point loads are
characterized by a truncated Gaussian white noise spectral
density given by Eq. 119 and are located at r T1 = r2T = 28 in. and
8_ = -900, 8_ = 90 0 . The absorbent conditions are described in
Eq. 9 and the equivalent acoustic damping parameter is
_7
= 1 x i0 rad-sec/in 2. The modal damping ratios are taken to
be constant and equal to 0.06. The loss factor of the core
P = 0.02 . The sound pressure levels are calculated at x =gs
L/2, r = 23 in., % = 450 . From Fig. 38 it can be seen that the
uniform acoustic pressure tends to generate more noise in the low
frequency region while the sound generated by point loads inside
the enclosure is about 10-15 dB higher in the high frequency
region.
4.1.6 Total Interior Noise
Due to the assumption of independently vibrating double wall
shell and end plate systems, the total interior pressure can be
calculated by a superposition of the individual contributions.
In Fig. 39 results are shown of noise generated inside the
enclosure due to uniform random pressure applied on the exterior
surfaces of the double wall shell and double wall end plates. It
can be seen that transmitted noise is dominated by end plate
vibrations for frequencies up to 200 Hz and by shell vibrations
for frequencies above 200 Hz. Then, the total interior pressure
is presented in Fig. 40. These results indicate that neglecting
noise transmitted by the end caps would underestimate interior
sound pressure levels for the low frequency region. Similar
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results are presented in Figs. 41 and 42 but for random point
load inputs. These loads were applied on the exterior surfaces
of the shell and end plate systems. As can be observed from
these results, low frequency noise is dominated by end plate
motions.
4.2 Structural Response and Noise Transmission of Rectangular
Enclosures
Numerical results have been obtained for several simplified
versions of the interconnected structure shown in Fig. 7.
Examples of such simplified structural systems are given in Figs.
43,44 and 45. The stiffened panel is taken to be composed of
three equal bays. The supports at y = 0 and y = Ly are assumed
to be elastic stiffeners. The stiffeners are identical and
placed at equal distances, Yl = Y2 = Y3 = 8.2 in. and Lx = 20
in. The physical parameters for the aluminum panel and
stiffeners are typical of a transport jet aircraft [ 9 ]. For
the special case shown in Fig. 43, the box beam is not attached
to the skin-stringer system and inputs to the structure are
provided by four random point forces or four point couples. The
geometric parameters of the box beam shown in Fig. 44 are Lb = 60
in., A = 12.48 in 2 (cross-sectional area), Iy = 35.127 in 4
(second moment of area about y-axis and I x = 35.127 in 4 (second
moment of area about x-axis). To reflect the effect of different
box beam geometries, cross-sectional areas and second moments of
inertia were adjusted for different values of beam height H and
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beam thickness t I and t 2. The sectional properties for the
piecewise continuous box beam shown in Fig. 45 are A1 = 5.814
in 2, A2 9 196 in 2, A3 12 48 in 2, Iy I 2.115 in 4
Iy 2 = 12.265 in 4, Iy 3 = 3.5.127 in 4 and the distances between the
continuous segments are zI = z2 = z 3 = 20 in. Numerical results
were also obtained for cases with concentrated mass (mI = 0.5
ibf-sec2/in), and a translational spring (kTl = 9000 ib/in) and
rotational spring (kRl = 2 x 1071b-in/tad) attached at station z
= zI. Inputs to the beams are the concentrated couples Mox or
Moy which act at the centroid of the cross-sectional area at z =
0. All the structural elements are assumed to be made from the
same aluminum material as the skin-stringer panel. Damping in
the skin-stringer-beam structure is introduced by replacing the
elastic modulus E and shear modulus G with E(I + _g ) and G(I +
_g) where g is a loss factor. Furthermore, the translational,
kTl, and rotational, kRl , spring constants are replaced with
kTl(l + _gl) and kRl(l + _gl) r respectively where gl is the
loss factor for the two external springs• The effect of viscous
damping is neglected by setting the viscous damping coefficient
to zero.
Numerical results were also obtained for a large rectangular
enclosure of which the dimensions could be representative of
interior dimensions of the space station construction. The
geometry of such an enclosure is shown in Fig. 46. The noise in
the interior is generated by vibrations of panels or partitions
which can be located at any arbitrary position on the
enclosure. Vibrations to these panels might be induced by
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various mechanical and electrical equipment such as fans, life
support systems, printers, experimental devices, etc.
4.2.1 Response of Stiffened Panel to Point Forces and Point
Couples
The four point forces or four point couples are assumed to
be of equal strength and characterized by truncated Gaussian
white noise spectral densities
Ii.84 ib2/Hz 0 _ f _ f JSF " = ui otherwise
= I 0.84 (ib-in) 2/Hz
SMi 0 0 (f _ fulotherwise
(122)
(123)
where f is the frequency in Hz, i = 1,2,3,4 and fu is the upper
cut-off frequency. These point loads are located at the
positions as indicated in Fig. 43. The response spectral
densities corresponding to point force inputs are given in Fig.
47. These results are for an upper cut-off frequency fu = 800
Hz. The panel deflection response is calculated at x = I0 in., y
= 4.1 in. and y = 8.2 in. The first point is at the middle of
the first panel bay while the second point is at the middle of
the first stringer. Depending on the value of frequency,
significant differences in response values are obtained at
different locations of the panel. Similar results are presented
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in Fig. 48 for x = 5 in., y = 12.1 in. and several values of the
structural damping coefficient g. A large amount of response
reduction can be achieved by increasing the structural damping.
Deflection response spectral densities for point couple
inputs are shown in Fig. 49 for two different values of input
conditions. From the results presented in Figs. 47 and 49,
differences can be seen in the skin-stringer panel response
between the point force and the point couple inputs.
4.2.2 Response of Stiffened Panel to Calculated Bending Moment
Inputs
The response of a stiffened panel to calculated point couple
inputs was obtained. These inputs were determined from the
response solution of the cantilever beam shown in Fig. 44. The
beam is assumed to be clamped at z = Lb and free at z = 0. The
bending moment spectral densities were calculated at the root of
the cantilever beam. The spectral densities shown in Fig. 50 for
two different cross-sectional areas of the box beam are then used
as point couple inputs to the stiffened panel. The response
spectral densities of the skin-stringer panel calculated at x = 5
in. and y = 12.3 in. are shown in Fig. 51 for two different
geometries of the cantilever beam. The inputs to the panel are
assumed to be acting on two adjacent stringers at a distance
= 6.666 in. as shown in Fig. 7. The solid line given in
Fig. 51 corresponds to a beam with a fundamental bending
frequency of 52 Hz, while the conditions represented by a dashed
line are for a beam with a natural frequency of 123 Hz. Since
6O
the natural frequency of one of the skin-stringer panel modes is
approximately 123 Hz, a very strong peak appears in the response
spectral density when the beam resonant frequency coincides with
one of the skin-stringer panel's resonant frequencies.
Therefore, the dynamic conditions of such substructures could
play a significant role in controlling the response levels of a
stiffened sidewall.
The effect of direction of the input point couple action is
illustrated in Fig. 52. The dashed line illustrates skin-
stringer panel response at point x = 5 in. and y = 12.3 in for
Mox input (bending effect on the stringers) and the solid line is
for Moy (twisting effect on the stringers) input. These results
indicate that the deflection response is significantly smaller
for bending moment input Mox than for twisting moment input
Moy. This is due to the fact theat these stiffeners provide more
resistance in bending than in torsion..
4.2.3 Response of a Coupled Skin-Stringer-Beam Structure
Skin-stringer panel response was calculated for the
geometries shown in Figs. 44 and 45. The inputs are point
couples Mox, for which the spectral densities are given in Eq.
123, with an upper cut-off frequency of 320 Hz. A direct
comparison of the results is given in Fig. 53 for the cases of a
completely coupled problem (Fig. 44) and under special conditions
where the inputs to the skin-stringer panel are the bending
moments of a clamped-free beam. When the box beam is attached to
an elastic stringer, the mechanism for transmitting vibrational
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energy into the stiffened panel is different for separately
calculating the bending moment of the cantilever beam and then
using the results as inputs to the skin-stringer panel. Results
indicate the response levels of the coupled problem are lower at
most of the frequencies.
The effect of different beam geometries on skin-stringer
panel response is illustrated in Fig. 54 for the structure shown
in Fig. 44. The deflection response spectral densities of the
skin-stringer-beam structure shown in Fig. 45 are presented in
Fig. 55 for damping coefficients g = 0.02 and gl = 0.05. These
results illustrate the effect of the concentrated mass and
elastic springs attached to the beam at station z = zI. Skin-
stringer panel vibrations are particularly sensitive to changes
in beam dynamic characteristics in the frequency range of
approximately i0 Hz to 80 Hz. The first beam bending mode occurs
in this frequency range and moves to lower frequencies with the
addition of mass and to higher frequencies with the attachment of
elastic springs. By adjusting the structural and geometric
parameters of the box beam structure, the response
characteristics of the skin-stringer panel can be tailored to
prescribed conditions.
4.2.4 Noise Transmission
For the calculation of noise transmission into an enclosure,
the simplified models shown in Figs. 56 and 57 have been
chosen. A cantilever box beam is attached to two stiffeners of a
discretely stiffened sidewall. A random poit couple acts at the
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free end of the cantilever beam. The walls at z = 0 and z = d of
the acoustic enclosure are treated with uniformly applied
absorptive materials which are represented by a point impedance
model as given in Eq. 9. The results obtained here are for R1 =
4 x 104 mks rayals/m. The point couple Mox(t) acting on the
cantilever beam is assumed to be characterized by a truncated
Gaussian white noise spectral density given in Eq. 123. The
upper cut-off frequency was chosen to be fu = 600 Hz.
Numerical results were obtained for a = 142 in., b = 50 in.,
d = 48 in., aO = 60 in., bO = 15 in., Yl = Y2 = Y3 =
8.2 in., Lx = 20 in., Ly = 24.6 in., Iy = 38.127 in 4 (second
moment of area of box beam), A = 12.48 in 2 (cross-sectional area
of the box beam), L = 60 in. (beam length) and _ = 6.666 in.
Interior noise in the enclosure was calculated at x = 25 in., y =
71 in., and z = 24 in. Noise transmission calculations were
obtained for a loss factor for the panel g = 0.02. The acoustic
damping coefficient 8 was related to the acoustic modal damping
ratios _ij by
2
_ _c
_ij 2_ij ° (i24)
where _c 2 = 2_o_° , in which _o is the lowest acoustic modal
frequency chosen from Wool _010 and el00 (i.e., _010 in our
f f
case). The damping ratio corresponding to the fundamental
acustic mode, _o = 0.03 , takes into account the contributions
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of all the damping effects of the acoustic space. Air density
and speed of sound in the enclosure are p = 1.147 x 10-7 Ibf-
sec2/in 2 and c = 13540 in/sec., respectively. All the
calculations are based on a frequency bandwidth A f = 1 Hz.
Sound pressure levels are given in Fig. 58 for an acoustic
enclosure with a small amount of absorption at the walls
(ZA ÷ _ ), and for the case where the walls are treated with
porous materials for which the point impedance is given in Eq.
9. In this case, as shown in Fig. 58, the inputs to the
stiffened panel are four point forces acting on the two
intermediate stringers for which the spectral densities are
assumed to be the same and equal to 0.84 x 10-31b2/Hz. As can be
observed from these results, the peaks of the acoustic modes are
suppressed when the acoustic absorption in the interior is large.
The results presented in Fig. 59 are for the beam-skin-
stringer geometry shown in Fig. 56 and acoustic absorptiui_ _
prescribed by Eg. 9. The two cases correspond to two different
dynamic characteristics of the beam where f_ is the fundamental
bending frequency of a clamped-free cantilever beam. In this
case, the bending moment response spectral density of a clamped-
free beam was calculated first. Then, the bending moment
spectral density at the root was used as the input to the skin-
stringer panel. These results indicate that when the natural
frequency of the beam coincides with one of the natural
frequencies of the stiffened panel, a large amount of noise can
be generated inside the enclosure. To minimize this, the modal
frequencies of the substructure should not have values which are
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close to modal frequencies of the noise transmitting sidewall.
A direct comparison of the results of the cases of a coupled
problem and under special conditions where the inputs to the
stiffened panel are the bending moments of a clamped-free beam is
given in Fig. 60. The sound pressure levels of the coupled
problem are lower at most frequencies. These results clearly
illustrate the significance of a complete solution when the
elastic coupling between the substructure and stiffened panel is
included.
4.2.5 Noise Transmission - A Parametric Study
Parametric studies of noise transmission were performed for
the acoustic enclosure shown in Fig. 46. The inputs to the
panels or partitions are random point forces characterized by an
idealized spectral density shown in Fig. 61. This spectral
density is composed of low ±_ve_1---I .4=_w_u_u_i_u_--___41_u_.... a_u_ M_L_v_-_^_
tones with a fundamental tone at 60 Hz. These types of
excitations are often produced from operations of electrical and
mechanical devices such as fans, compressors, turbines, rotating
and reciprocating tools, etc. Structural damping of the panels,
acoustic damping and acoustic absorption in the interior are
taken to be the same as in Sec. 4.2.4. Interior noise levels are
calculated at x = 42 in., y = 210 in. and z = 30 in. (middle of
the enclosure).
The narrow band sound pressure levels are given in Fig.
62. The overall and the overall A-weighted levels are also
indicated in this figure. Similar results are shown in Fig. 63
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where the sound pressure levels are plotted on the one-third
octave scale. The results given in Figs. 62 and 63 correspond to
vibrating stiffened panels located at z = 0, x = 32 in. and y =
198 in. The panel dimensions are Yl = Y2 = Y3 = 8.2 in., Lx= 20
in. and Ly = 24.6 in. It is assumed that noise is generated only
by this panel. As can be observed from these results, strong
peaks are observed at frequencies where the tone inputs coincide
with structural and/or acoustic resonance frequencies. Interior
noise is dominated by a peak at 500 Hz. The results shown in
Figs. 64 and 65 are for the same conditions as in Figs. 63 and 64
but the vibrating panel is located at z = 0, x = i0 in. and y =
i0 in. Similar results are given in Figs. 66 and 67 for z = 0, x
= 32 in., y = i0 in., and in Figs. 68 and 69 for z = 20 in., x =
84 in. and y = 198 in. As can be observed from these results,
the spatial location of the vibrating source could have a
significant effect on interior noise levels.
The results presented in Figs. 70 and 71 are for an
enclosure separated by a partition at y = 140 in. (Fig. 46).
Noise is generated by a vibrating panel located at z = 42.3 in, x
= 32 in., and y = 0 (left end of enclosure). Sound pressure
levels are calculated at x = 30 in., y = 42 in. and z = 20 in. A
direct comparison of these results with the results presented in
Figs. 62-69 indicate that many more acoustic modes are excited in
a smaller enclosure.
To illustrate the effect on interior noise by vibrating
stiffened panels of different sizes, noise transmission
calculations were obtained for a variety of panel sizes. All
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these panels were located at z = 0, x = 32 in. and y = 198 in.
for the enclosure shown in Fig. 46. Noise is calculated at the
middle of the interior space. The one-third octave sound
pressure levels for several vibrating panel sizes are given in
Figs. 72-74. These results indicate that the size of the
vibrating surface could have a significant effect on the levels
of interior noise. However, there seems no strong indication
that a larger panel would produce more noise. Interior noise is
controlled by coincidences of tone frequencies and modal
frequencies of the stiffened panels.
Noise generated by a large unstiffened panel with dimensions
Lx = 20 in., Ly = 16.4 in. is given in Figs 75 and 76. Inputs
are two point forces acting on the panel as shown in Fig. 75.
Since the panel fundamental frequency is at about 35 Hz, large
peak is seen at this frequency. Similar results are shown in
=±y_. 77 and 78 for the same geometrlc _**u ±,,puu _u**u_±u**_ _u_
the panel is stiffened with stringers at the boundaries and at
the middle of the panel. The effects of stiffening are lower
noise levels in the frequency region of 0 - 300 Hz.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS
Analytical models were developed to predict vibration
response and noise transmission of cylindrical and rectangular
enclosures to random point inputs. These enclosures are intended
to represent the exterior and interior geometries of the
habitability modules of the space station design. The main
emphasis of this study was on performing various parametric
studies of structureborne noise generation and transmission.
Numerical results are presented for several possible input
conditions that might arise during prolonged orbital
operations. When the actual input conditions are known, the
results presented in this report can be scaled to these
conditions. The intent of this work is to give preliminary
guidelines for constructing analytical models and evaluating
vibration and noise levels.
Results indicate that the shell response is strongly
dependent on damping characteristics of the shell material and
the core, location of the point load action, and reinforcing
fiber orientation of the different laminae. In general, the
response levels for a composite double wall shell are lower at
most frequencies than those of an equivalent aluminum shell. The
vibration response of the end caps (circular plates) are
predominantly low frequency with the largest peak occurring at
the fundamental mode.
The interior noise in a cylindrical enclosure is strongly
dependent on damping characteristics of the shell and the core,
location of the point load action, fiber orientation of the
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different laminae and wall absorption of the interior walls. A
fiber reinforced composite double wall shell tends to generate
more noise than an equivalent aluminum shell. This is due to the
fact that the mass of the composite shell is about one half of
the mass of the aluminum shell and increase of the modal
frequencies of the stiffer composite shell could induce different
coupling of the structural-acoustic modes. The noise transmitted
by the end caps is predominantly low frequency. Thus, neglecting
noise transmitted by the end caps could underestimate interior
sound pressure levels for the low frequency region. Furthermore,
by a proper selection of structural damping, reinforcing fiber
orientation, acoustic absorption and core stiffness, a
significant amount of lower response and higher noise attenuation
can be achieved by a design consisting of double wall laminated
fiber reinforced composite shells and a soft viscoelastic core.
The response and noise transmission characteristics of a
shell stiffened with rings and stiffeners is strongly dependent
on the type and the number of stiffening rings. Presence of
small longitudinal stiffeners do not seem to have much effect on
noise transmission. Furthermore, the location of point input
forces could have a significant effect on generated noise levels
in the cylindrical interior.
Transfer matrix procedures were developed to study the
dynamic response, noise generation and transmission of stiffened
and interconnected structures to random loads. It has been
demonstrated that the formulation can be applied to a variety of
discretely stiffened structures. In addition, it has been shown
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that structural response and transmitted noise levels in the
interior are sensitive to the dynamic characteristics not only of
the stiffened sidewall but also of the substructure to which
random loads are applied. Significant differences were found in
the structural response and noise transmission characteristics of
different types of matching boundary conditions at the points of
structural interconnection between the substructure and the
stiffened sidewall, i.e., between a completely coupled case and
an idealized condition where the response of the substructure is
computed independently from the response of the noise
transmitting sidewall. The results indicate that by tailoring
the geometric and material characteristics of structural
subcomponents, the vibration levels and noise transmission can be
reduced.
Noise generated by vibration of various interior panels
and/or partitions is sensitive to geometric _uHditions of the
interior, panel sizes, location of the vibrating panels and types
of inputs. No simple rules seem to exist in relating these
conditions to the levels of interior noise. The coincidence of
structural resonance frequencies with one of the input tones
could result in high interior noise levels. For broad bond input
types, increase in structural damping and interior acoustic
absorption seem to be the most effective means for noise
control. An alternative procedure would be to isolate the
vibrating equipment so that force inputs to the panels are
reduced. The results presented in this study demonstrate that a
relatively small amount of vibrational energy is needed to
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produce relatively high structureborne noise levels•
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